Report of the Committee on Nominations for
elective Standing Faculty Committees for 2009-10

In preparing the slate of nominees for elective faculty standing committees, the Committee on Nominations used the following procedures:

1. Preference sheets were prepared and distributed electronically to the faculty. The first, second and third choices were tabulated from 115 returns out of a possible 851 (This number includes all persons holding faculty rank including administrators and those on sabbatical).

2. Persons completing the preference sheet comprised the major pool of nominees. Faculty who submitted preference sheets but could not be placed because the desired committee(s) lacked vacancies from their particular school/college, department or division were individually contacted regarding their willingness to serve on alternative committees for which there were vacancies. All faculty were informed of remaining vacancies by E-mail and encouraged to submit additional nominees. Others were contacted and nominated as needed. Attempts were made to achieve continuity and balance in committee membership.

Nominations from the floor may be made at the Faculty Senate meeting, March 12, 2009. Please contact the person(s) you wish to nominate prior to the meeting to obtain their consent.

IF ANY OF THE INFORMATION LISTED IN THIS REPORT IS INCORRECT, PLEASE REPORT IT TO THE OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF THE UNIVERSITY(x5988).
Faculty

Click on a candidate's or continuing member's name to view their biography.

Academic Planning and Budget Committee

Arts and Humanities
One to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than one.
Candidates

- Lilly, Janet
  PROF DANC AH

- Peckich, Stephen
  PROF ART AH

Natural Sciences
One to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than one.
Candidates

- Mira, Devendra K.
  PROF ECECS NS

- Wade, Bruce
  PROF MATH NS

Academic Policy Committee
Three to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than three.
Candidates

- Chakraborty, Artik
  ASSOC ECON SS

- Enzio, Kyle
  ASSOC HUMA PR

- Hsieh, Maria
  ASST INFO PR

- Horowitz, Alan
  PROF CIVIL PR

- Kim, Sunyoung
  PROF EDON SS

- Smith, Regina
  ASST ADMN PR

Academic Program and Curriculum Committee

Arts and Humanities
Two to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than two.
Candidates

- Buff, Rachel
  ASSOC HIST AH

- Chu, Winston
  ASST HIST AH

- Faye-Sheer, Shelia
  ASST MUSI AH

- Melo, Robin
  ASSOC THEA AH

Natural Sciences
One to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than one.
Candidates

- Fiala, Krishna
  ASSOC MECH NS

- Solomen, Donald W.
  ASSOC MATH NS

Professions
One to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than one.
Candidates

- Ebersole, Kyle
  ASSOC HUMA PR

- Hershey, Joshua
  ASST SSW PR

Social Sciences

Continuing Members

- Christianson, Erik
  PROF CIVIL 11

- Carrigan, Roberta
  PROF EDPSY 11

- Mabry, Edward
  ASSOC COMM 11

- Anderson, Margie
  PROF HIST 10

- Fiegloben, Ronald Dr.
  ASSOC GOVAFR 10

- Chair, APCC
  OTHER Ex-Officio

- Chair, GCIC
  OTHER Ex-Officio

- Dean
  OTHER Ex-Officio

- Provost/Rep
  OTHER Ex-Officio

- Univ Comm Rep
  OTHER Ex-Officio

Continuing Members

- Gillam, Alice
  ASSOC ENG 11

- Wedekind, Jan, Dr.
  PROF MUSI 11

- Zhao, Tian
  ASST ECECS 11

- Zhang, Jun
  ASSOC INFO 10

- Additional Dean
  OTHER Ex-Officio

- Dean - L&S
  OTHER Ex-Officio

- Graduate Dean
  OTHER Ex-Officio

Continuing Members

- Bristow, William
  ASST PHIL 11

- Cameron, Barry
  ASSOC GEGS 11

- Goldsmith, Patrick
  ASSOC SCOT 11

- Jay, Gregory
  PROF ENGL 11

- Lowery, Christopher
  ASSOC SOCV 11

- Berg, Craig
  ASSOC CURR 10

- Boyland, John
  ASSOC ECECS 10

- Dindra, Kathryn
  PROF COMM 10

- Feliz, Suzanne
  ASSOC NURS 10

- Dolen, John
  ASSOC HEALTH 10

- Dean
  OTHER Ex-Officio
Admissions and Records Policy Committee
One to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than one.
Candidates
   Baak, Barbara. ASST CURR PR
   Kim, Yong-Chool. ASSCC BUSI SS

Affirmative Action in Faculty Employment Committee
One to be elected for a 1-yr term.
Vote for no more than one.
Candidates
   Buff, Rachel. ASSOC HIST AH
   Holderness, Rebecca. ASST THEA AH

Awards and Recognition Committee
Two to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than two.
Candidates
   Berges, John. ASSOC BIOI NS
   Goranova, Maria. ASST BUSI SS
   Linhares Ferro, Simone. ASSOC DAVC AH
   Lowell, Rickie. ASSOC CRIM PR

Category B Academic Staff Review Committee
One to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than one.
Candidates
   Madison, Mary Kay. PROF HEALADM PR
   Post, Linda. ASSOC CURR PR

Codification Committee
One to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than one.
Candidates
   Kim, Yong-Chool. ASSOC BUSI SS
   Sobotie, Kristin. ASSOC CIVI PR

Divisional Committee
Arts and Humanities
Three to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than two.
Candidates
   Achterton, Margaret. PROF PHIL AH
   Rahborg, Pamela. ASSOC THEA AH
   Vet-David, Gabriel. ASSOC SPAN AH
   Sands, Peter. ASSOC ENGL AH

Natural Sciences
Three to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than three.

Continuing Members
   Hanson, George. ASSOC EECS 11
   Sorensen, Kristina. ASSOC CHEM 11
   Casley, Kimberly. ASSOC ART 10
   Linhares Ferro, Simone. ASSOC DAVC 10
   Dean of Students. OTHER Ex-Officio
   Enrl Services Dir. OTHER Ex-Officio
   Graduate Dean. OTHER Ex-Officio

Continuing Members
   Post, Linda. ASSOC CURR 11
   Wolfram, Dietmar. PROF INFO 11
   Sorensen, Kristina. ASSOC CHEM 10

Continuing Members
   Klein-Tasman, Bonita. ASSOC PSYC 11
   Alinder, Jasmine. ASST HIST 10
   Tyson, Andre, Mr. ASSOC DAVC 10

Continuing Members
   Hauser, Lawrence. ASSOC FREN 10

Continuing Members
   Maier, Devendra K. PROF EECS 11
   Holz, David. PROF HIST 10
   Nohry, Edward. ASSOC COMM 10

Continuing Members
   Hanson, George. ASSOC EECS 11
   Holbrooke, Thomas. PROF POLI 11
   Tyson, Wilfred. PROF CHEM 11
   Vanssen, Leslie. PROF ART 11
   Walker, Thomas. ASSOC INFO 11
   Zinck, Bernard. ASSOC MUSI 11
   Bice, Janet. PROF ECON 10
   Ellis, Janie. ASSOC HEALCLS 10
   Gupta, Amrita. PROF PHYS 10
   Haynes, Jeffrey. PROF ARTHIST 10
Candidates
Amano, Ryokichi S. PROF MECH NS
Dumitrescu, Adrian ASSOC EECS NS
Hossein, Davood ASSOC EECS NS
Mica, Denisa K. PROF EECS NS
Wade, Bruce PROF MATH NS
Yakovlev, Vladislav PROF PHYS NS

Professions
Two to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than two.
Candidates
Abu-Zahra, Nidal ASSOC MATE PR
Buchanan, Elizabeth ASSOC INFO PR
Edburn, Dave PROF EXCE PR
Ghanchanpour, Ali PROF CIVI PR

Social Sciences
Two to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than two.
Candidates
Green, Donald ASSOC SOCIO SS
Jeske, Robert PROF ANTH SS
Kim, Yong-Chel ASSOC BUSI SS
Melady, Thomas ASSOC ANTH SS

Economic Benefits Committee
Two to be elected for a 3-yr term; Must be non-tenured.
Vote for no more than two.
Candidates
Choi, Wooseup ASST GEOG SS
Gordeva, Maria ASST BUSI SS
Halefenera, Rebecca ASST THEA AH
Schueler, Jeanne ASST FLL AH

Faculty Appeals and Grievances Committee
Two to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than two.
Candidates
Berges, John ASSOC EDL NS
Bolduc, Michelle ASSOC FREN AH
Gordon, Michael ASSOC HIST AH
Surusak, Kristane ASSOC CHEM NS

Faculty Ethics Advisory Committee
One to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than one.
Candidates
Amano, Ryokichi S. PROF MECH NS
Johnson, John PROF COMM FR

Faculty Rights and Responsibilities Committee
Four to be elected: one for a 2-yr term, three for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than four.
Candidates
Leslie, Jane PROF NURS 10
Linhares Ferro, Simone ASSOC DANC 10
Moebride, Mark PROF BDOL 10
Moore, Jay PROF PSYC 10
Pritchard, David PROF JOUR 10
Ruggiero, Kristin PROF HIST 10
Timmerman, Charles ASSOC COMM 10

Continuing Members
Fontana, Susan ASSOC NURS 11
Dhingra, Anoop ASSOC MECH 10
Van Horne, Viola PROF AFRI 10
Adr Ed OTHER Ex-Office
UC Rep OTHER Ex-Office

Continuing Members
Hansen, Mary Kay PROF HEALADM 11
Smidt, Julia ASSOC NURS 11
Dolan, Kathleen PROF POLI 10
Stoer, LeRoy ASSOC THEA 10
Suzuki, Ichiro PROF EEC 10

Continuing Members
Falco, Suzanne ASSOC NURS 10
Faculty Senate

Arts and Humanities

Three to be elected for a 3-yr term.

Vote for no more than three.

Candidates

- Ander, Jasmine, ASSIST HIST AH
- Gillen, Richard, ASSOC MUSI AH
- Lily, Janet, PROF DANC AH
- Pizay, Helena, PROF HIST AH
- Schuler, Jeanne, ASSIST FLI AH
- Venier, Luc, ASSIST DANC AH

Natural Sciences

Four to be elected for a 3-yr term.

Vote for no more than four.

Candidates

- Bell, Allen, ASSOC MATH NS
- Hassani, Sayed, ASSOC EECS NS
- Mara, Devendra K, PROF EECS NS
- Nasir, Adel, ASSIST EECS NS
- Pilal, Krishna, ASSOC MECH NS
- Schwarz, Mark, PROF GEOG NS

Professions

Five to be elected for a 3-yr term.

Vote for no more than five.

Candidates

- Florshiem, Paul, ASSOC SOCW PR
- Johnson, John, PROF COMM PR
- Kail, Julia, ASSOC EDUPST PR
- Kyes, Maureen, ASSOC ENCE PR
- Meden, Mary Kay, PROF HEALADM PR
- Moran, Sarah, ASSIST NURS PR
- Nden, John, ASSOC HEALCLS PR
- Ott, Carol, ASSOC NURS PR
- Pucci, Sandra, Dr, ASSOC CURR PR
- Trinh, Hanh, ASSOC HEALADM PR

Continuing Members

- Acosta, Vincent, PROF PSYC 11
- Arenas, Swarnjit, PROF ECON 11
- Cameron, Barry, ASSOC GEOG 11
- Dunning, Christine, PROF GOVAR 11
- Fredlund, Glen G, ASSOC GEOG 11
- Gresser, Lee Ann, ASSOC ART 11
- Gillan, Alice, ASSOC ENGL 11
- Hamilton, Kristie, ASSOC ENGL 11
- Jang, Tien-Chien, PROF MECH 11
- Jaksic, Robert, PROF ANTH 11
- Kuntz, Mary, Dr, ASSOC NURS 11
- Lipinski, Thomas, ASSOC INFO 11
- Lyman, Paul, ASSOC PHYS 11
- McCarthy, Linda, ASSOC GEOG 11
- Stoffel, Virginia, ASSOC OCCU 11
- Strickler, Rudi, PROF BIOL 11
- Van Horne, Winston, PROF AFRI 11
- Weisbrod, Jon, PROF MUSI 11
- Anderson, Hugo, PROF HIST 10
- Aten, varios, ASSOC EDUPSY 10
- Guptasarma, Prasenjit, ASSOC PHY 10
- Hayes, Jeffrey, PROF ARTHIST 10
- Martin, Larry, PROF ADVI 10
- Oconnor, Kristian, ASSIST HUMA 10
- Solomon, Donald W, ASSOC MATH 10
- Welker, Cindy, ASSOC EDUPSY 10
- Welker, Thomas, ASSOC INFO 10
- Winkler, Erin, ASSIST AFRI 10

Social Sciences

Two to be elected for a 3-yr term.

Vote for no more than two.

Candidates

- Reidel, John, ASSOC MECH 11
- Bergstrom, Gerald, Dr, PROF BTL 10
- Kuler, Lawrence, ASSOC FREN 10
Graduate Faculty Committee
Five to be elected for a 3-yr term; 2 from Business, 2 from LBS-1 for a 3-yr term, 1 for a 1-yr term, 1 from Nursing
Vote for no more than five.
Candidates
- Kim, Yong-Chool ASSC BUSI SS
- Hark, Edward ASSC COMM SS
- Morgan, Sarah ASSC NURS PR
- Belou, Valerica ASSC PHYS NS
- Wade, Bruce PROF MATH NS
- Wysocki, Anne ASSC EIEC AH
-。。。Continuing Members:
  - Utterback, Tracey ASSC ANTH
  - Aldred, Edward ASSC ADM 11
  - Austin, Joe ASSC MNT 11
  - Kudlinski, Golden ASSC SOCW 11

Honorary Degrees Committee
Three to be elected for a 3-yr term - 2 from NS, 1 from SS
Vote for no more than three.
Candidates
- Alman, R. Elicia PROF MECH NS
- Ecker, Carolyn ASSC HIST SS
- Hollweg, Ryan ASSC SOCIO SS
- Pilpel, Krishna ASSC MECH NS
-。。。Continuing Members:
  - Brod-Soto, Nancy ASSC SPAN 11
  - Lopez-Rios, Elena ASSC THEA 11
  - Pecor, Melissa PROF HIST 11
  - Connors, Amy ASSC NURS 10
  - Darragh, Amy ASSC OCC 10
  - Fassman, Richard PROF PSY 10
  - Van Horn, Winston PROF ART 10
  - Chancellor OTHER Ex-Officio
  - President - UW Sys OTHER Ex-Officio

Information Technology Policy Committee
Natural Sciences
One to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than one.
Candidates
- Pilpel, Krishna ASSC MECH NS
- Sureus, Krista ASSC CHIN NS
-。。。Continuing Members:
  - Anesh, Anesh ASSC SOCI 11
  - Calahan, David ASSC ENGL 11
  - Burns, Christopher ASSC HUM 10
  - Coggeshall, Simon ASSC ADM 10
  - Kahn, Jonathan PROF MATH 10
  - Lee, Chi ASSC EECS 10
  - Trinh, Van ASSC HEALM 10
  - Wu, Min ASSC HEALM 10
  - IMT Dir OTHER Ex-Officio
  - Vice Chanc Rep OTHER Ex-Officio

Social Sciences
One to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than one.
Candidates
- Chol, Woonsup ASSC GIOG SS
- Kim, Yong-Chool ASSC BUSI SS
-。。。Continuing Members:
  - Austin, Joe ASSC HIST 11
  - McHenry, Lindsay ASSC GEOG 11
  - Van Horn, Winston PROF ART 11
  - Chester, Nelle ASSC SSCI 10
  - Dumitrescu, Adrian ASSC EECS 10
  - Alum Rep OTHER Ex-Officio
  - Grad Sch Dean OTHER Ex-Officio
  - Libraries Dir OTHER Ex-Officio
  - UWMC Chm or rep OTHER Ex-Officio

Libraries Committee
Two to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than two.
Candidates
- Brod-Soto, Nancy ASSC SPAN 11
- Galvez-Scinto, Carlos ASSC HIST 11
- Short, Ruth ASSC CURR PR
- Topkis, James ASSC SOCW PR
-。。。Continuing Members:
  -。。。Nominations Committee:
  -。。。
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Three to be elected for a 2-yr term. Vote for no more than three.
Candidates
- Choi, Won Sup, ASST DEOG SS
- Gogoleva, Vera, ASST BUSI SS
- Hosseni, Seyed, ASSOC EECS NS
- Folt, Linda, ASSOC CURR PR
- Silverman, Lisa, ASST HIST AH
- Williams, Tamir, ASST EVGL AH

Continuing Members
- Allen, Mike, PROF COMM 10
- Green, Donald, ASSOC SOCI 19
- Mica, Devendra K., PROF EECS 19
- Wolfram, Dietmar, PROF INFO 19
- Sec of Univ OTHER Ex-Officio

Physical Environment Committee
One to be elected for a 3-yr term. Vote for no more than one.
Candidates
- Hestico, R., PROF BIDL NS
- Robbins, Harvey, PROF ARCH PR

Continuing Members
- Lyman, Paul, ASSOC PHYS 11
- Horowitz, Alan, PROF CIVI 10
- Hadden, Mary Kay, PROF HEALAD 19
- Acad Aff rep OTHER Ex-Officio
- Chair, GFC OTHER Ex-Officio
- Sec of Univ OTHER Ex-Officio
- UNWI Chan rep OTHER Ex-Officio
- VC rep OTHER Ex-Officio
- Chair, APCC OTHER Ex-Officio

Research Policy Committee
Arts and Humanities
One to be elected for a 3-yr term. Vote for no more than one.
Candidates
- Faye-Shaw, Sheila, ASST MUSI AH
- Nello, Robin, ASSOC THEA AH

Continuing Members
- Fink, Jann, ASSOC HEALCIS 11
- Martin, Larry, PROF ADMI 11
- Gang, Arun, PROF INDU 10
- Gupta, Anil, ASSOC PHYS 10
- Klein-Tasman, Bonita, ASSOC PSYC 10
- Gordon, Michael, ASSOC HIST 11

Subcommittee on Graduate Course & Curriculum
One to be elected for a 3-yr term. Vote for no more than one.
Candidates
- Lee, Hu-Li, ASSOC INFO PR
- Rodger, Gillian, ASST MUSI AH

Continuing Members
- Kadushin, Golda, ASSOC SOCI 11
- Klein-Tasman, Bonita, ASSOC PSYC 11

Subcommittee on Graduate Fellowships
Two to be elected: 1 from Business for a 3-yr term, 1 from Architecture for a 2-yr term. Vote for no more than two.
Candidates
- Hsioka, Thomas, PROF ARCH PR
- Kim, Yong-Chaol, ASSOC BUSI SS
- Ns, Lilian, PROF BUSI SS
- Schermar, Brian, ASSOC ARCH PR

Continuing Members
- Jan, Tian-Chien, Dr., PROF MCH 11
- Velez, William, PROF SOCI 11
- Solomon, Donald W., ASSOC MATH 10
- Walker, Cindy, ASSOC EDUPSY 10
- Prov. for term Senate OTHER Ex-Officio

University Committee
Two to be elected for a 3-yr term. (No more than 1 from L&S) Vote for no more than four.
Candidates
- Ebersole, Kyle, ASSOC HUMA PR
- Hassan, Seyed, ASSOC EECS NS
- Kim, Yong-Chaol, ASSOC BUSI SS
- Morse, Deverndra K., PROF EECS NS

Continuing Members
- Jan, Tian-Chien, Dr., PROF MCH 11
- Velez, William, PROF SOCI 11
- Solomon, Donald W., ASSOC MATH 10
- Walker, Cindy, ASSOC EDUPSY 10
- Prov. for term Senate OTHER Ex-Officio
University Relations Committee
One to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than one.
Candidates
- Lavelle, Rickie  ASSOC CJIM PR
- Walker, Thomas  ASSOC INFO PR

Continuing Members
- Negueruela-Acosta, Maria  ASST  SPAN  11
- Rhyner, Paula, Ph.D.  PROF  COMSDIS  11
- Nakay, Karen  ASSOC NURS  10
- Thoma, Gregory  ASST  ARCH  10
- Commun Ral  OTHER  Ex-Officio
- Sec of Univ  OTHER  Ex-Officio
- Vice Chan  OTHER  Ex-Officio
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